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Is the Army Communicating Effectively in
that it was in the process of creating a new software application (app) that would allow its reporters in the field to file photos, audio and video from an iPhone or iPad directly into the news organization's data filing system. The app would also allow reporters to broadcast live from an iPhone using only a 3G signal. 2 Today's lightning-speed information environment and the rise of empowering internet-based tools and social media platforms, such as Twitter and Facebook with 2 which news gathering has become an interactive process, has led to global change, supported significant shifts in ideologies, and sparked an ongoing rethink in how news consumers absorb and process information, and what this change might mean for the future. 3 The tempo of military operations as well as sophistication and agility of moving information and imagery around the globe using the Internet and social media have made possible an insatiable appetite for information. The social media environment is ubiquitous, all-pervasive and competitive. Willingly or otherwise, we are currently operating within it. Anecdotal evidence shows "conversations" about organizations occur through social media irrespective of whether or not the organization maintains an official social media presence. Defense forces worldwide are becoming aware of the risks of this environment; however, the majority fails to exploit fully the possible benefits and opportunities. 4 There is an urgent operational requirement to address social media engagement.
During the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, U.S. commanders observed the enemy using social media via the Internet that was used to amplify propaganda effects of suicide attacks and other violence and recognized a need to counter and pre-empt the enemy's messaging. Robert Gates, then Secretary of Defense, shared this view in a speech at Kansas State University in 2007, "It is just plain embarrassing that al-Qaida is better at communicating its message on the Internet than America," he said. "Speed, agility and cultural relevance are not terms that come readily to mind when discussing U.S. strategic communications." 5 In order to remain credible, relevant, and effective in the current Internet and social media based information environment, Army Public Affairs, like the news media, must adapt to the innovations embraced by the people with whom the Army must engage. The premise of this paper is that adapting to change will require the Army, and
Army Public Affairs, to undertake a rapid and fundamental shift in the education, training, and resourcing of its Public Affairs career field, personnel and operations to effectively engage in the rapidly expanding Internet and social media based news industry. To serve as a guide to effect this change, this paper first explores the significant implications of social media, particularly Twitter and Facebook, on the practice of journalism and the news media industry. Next, it reviews the current state of academic and experience-based development of public affairs practitioners as well as the current status of equipment and funding available to the career field. Finally, the paper assesses the gaps between current capabilities, in terms of skills, equipment, funding, and requirements necessary to meet Army objectives to effectively leverage contemporary social media platforms in a timely manner so as to engage the Army's audiences within today's time sensitive news cycle.
Web-based changes in the global information environment have changed how news consumers behave which, in turn, has changed the Army's operational information environment.
Today's technology and the Internet are replacing traditional news mediums.
Access to a computer or mobile device with Internet access allows consumer to go directly to the original source of the news with only the news source and a link. And more often than not, the original source is not a staff journalist from a newspaper or news wire services such as the Associated Press. 6 The source is likely a freelance reporter or an average citizen, snapping photos and video of newsworthy events on a 4 cell phone as they unfold. Sixty percent of those surveyed frequently use social media for following or monitoring news and information, and almost one quarter of those stated that they use social media exclusively for this task. Another first for social media was achieved when both 9
Twitter (61 percent) and Facebook (55 percent) bettered word-of-mouth (49 percent) as the method of choice for spreading the news of the devastation. 20 Reporters also provided countless examples of how monitoring social media is now standard operating procedure. After checking emails, social media sites were often the first "place" reporters visited prior to editorial meetings. Stories that are "trending" or quickly gaining a large audience or going "viral" on social media will often jump in priority in the line-up of stories to air. 21 More importantly, the unanticipated change in behavior identified was the increased use of Twitter and Facebook to follow breaking news stories with more than 65 percent citing the use of social media for this purpose. More than half of respondents reported having a preference for fact checking through social media. Nearly 75 percent of the survey sample indicated they sometimes or frequently visit a corporate website after learning of a news story through social media channels. 22 Journalists are also using Twitter and Facebook to verify tips on social media sites, track down sources through online platforms, and engage in an interactive relationship with their audience.
Beyond simple fact-checking and the verification of sources, the study also identified a significant jump in the percent of the population of news professionals that now rely on social media for news gathering. Eighty four percent of media professionals indicate that they frequently (62 percent) or exclusively (22 percent) use social media to follow or monitor news and information. Timeliness of social media was a distinct advantage for media professionals with 26 percent indicating that news gathered through social media sources was more timely (45 percent) than traditional news outlets.
Perhaps the most significant change is that new media has broken down traditional roles and barriers between print and video journalists. Previously there was a distinct separation between both the culture and product of print and broadcast
journalism, yet now both are required to work in both mediums in order to generate web and social media content. Some of the most common tasks contemporary journalists are required to perform include writing summary stories, shooting videos, taking photos, updating web content, conducting question and answer sessions with viewers, and posting content to multiplatform social media sites. 23 The term "multimedia journalists" is used in trade publications such as TVjobs.com and Medialine.com-the online source for media news and television employment, to describe this new multifunctional journalist.
In the past, television broadcast crews typically consisted of two to four person teams, with a minimum of a videographer, and reporter. For major network or international news programs, such as ABC or BBC, a crew would also usually include a producer and sound technician. Technology advancements in digital video cameras and editing suites have reduced equipment size to small enough to fit into a backpack.
Today, television journalists are morphing into "one-man-shows" or "backpack journalists". These do-it-all journalists shoot, edit, and disseminate their own video reports via Internet and satellite connections. Although these smaller systems produce poorer quality video product, they provide flexibility and represent a tremendous cost savings for a news organization. 24 Winning modern conflicts is as much dependent on carrying domestic and international public opinion as it is on defeating the adversary. "to achieve and maintain information superiority for the U.S. and it allies", similarly fails to address the subject of social media. 31 From the Service standpoint, the Army has been the most progressive in the development of a social media program, with a dedicated Online and Social Media Division within the Office of the Chief of Public Affairs. The most current edition of The United States Army Social Media Handbook, Version 3.1, to assist in standardizing and educating its people, was published in January 2013. 32 The handbook contains chapters on social media subjects including security, establishing an official social media presence, polices, standards, reference guides, resources, blogging, case studies, and
Facebook and Twitter reference guides. In the introduction page of the handbook, Brigadier General Gary Volesky, the current Chief of Army Public Affairs, discusses the importance of how effectively social media can be used to distribute information during times of crisis such as Hurricane Sandy. He also stresses "In today's information environment, when news breaks, one of the first places people turn to is social media.
As Army communicators, we must utilize social media platforms to report the most accurate and up-to-date information." 33 However, The Army's social media program is still largely focused on the purely communicative aspects of social media and has yet to grasp the full impact of how social media has revolutionized the news industry, information environment, and the multi-faceted nature of social media. The Army is using social media but ineffectively. The Army Public Affairs Social Media Office has over 10,000 Facebook accounts registered. While unit and spouses Facebook pages can host a wealth of information, using an interactive site basically to post information for a unit's internal audience is not an efficient use of the medium. Today's audiences are becoming accustomed to being part of the conversation and like reporters, the Army should be using social media in its outreach efforts to connect with its audiences and develop relationships.
While the news industry adapted to, and continues to evolve to meet the demands of the changing information environment and is embracing social media as a critical tool for journalism, the Army has yet to comprehend how this fundamental shift in the information environment impacts its communication operations. And like the news industry, it needs to modernize its communications business -Army Public Affairs -to meet the demands of an internet based, social media driven information environment. A journalist sitting in Islamabad typing a story on a laptop can impact a consumer in Big Sky, Montana. An Army public affairs professional should be able to do the same thing.
However this requires a shift in culture that will only come through education.
The Army needs to train its public affairs officers, and leaders, both commissioned and noncommissioned, to understand today's information environment, how the media profession has changed, and the resources necessary for public affairs professionals to function in this new Internet-based, social media driven environment.
Senior leaders need to foster a climate of engagement for their subordinates, particularly in mediums that are effective in reaching the digital demographic. Without significant changes or its own "sea change" in Army Public Affairs training and doctrine, the Army's continued culture of engagement is in jeopardy.
Army officers entering the service are expected to master the necessary skills In order to ensure uniformity in equipment fielding, the Army Public Affairs Center (APAC) has developed a standardized list of approved off-the-shelf products that can be purchased by a unit commander. These digital media kits for photo and video acquisition and processing are procured as turn-key systems from Defense Logistics
Agency. This is a system-only procurement and not a catalog of items that are individually selected by units. The kits are entirely COTS and therefore maintaining a static item list is near impossible as technology constantly improves and systems are upgraded. Units that desire individual components rather than complete systems must work that through the standard local purchase procedures. 39 Currently, there is no public affairs specific authorization to purchase commercial mobile "smart" devices (iPhone, iPad). There is no specific prohibition on commanders using unit funds to procure commercial mobile devices either. The Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) has approved the Apple iPhone and iPad as an authorized commercial mobile device for purchase per the Unified Capabilities Requirements. 40 The Army Public Affairs. Previous requests submitted for MTOE changes for equipment funding and management during the past ten years were not supported because deploying units could request funding through an Operational Needs Statement process which was funded through OCO funds. 43 APAC has submitted its latest draft POM for 2015 which, if approved, will finally ensure new Line Item Numbers will be established and documented, system integration will be maintained, all public affairs digital media equipment will be net-worthy and allowed (required) to operate on the Army networks;
and technology upgrades/modernization will be centrally managed. 
